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Introduction
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GOAT Titans is a blockchain powered start-up that produces NFT sports collectibles, 
which will bring excitement and engagement at the fan’s fingertips. 
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NFT Badminton Memorabilia – Build on Rarible Protocol
COVID-19

COVID-19 has upended the 
sporting calendar, with 
professional leagues 
everywhere suspending their 
activities to limit the spread of 
the virus. With revenue 
plunging significantly, the 
badminton association is 
sourcing for alternative 
revenue. One such source of 
revenue is NFT.

MARKET

According to the 2018 Global 
Badminton Study conducted by 
Nielsen Sports, the sport’s fan 
base is estimated to be 681 
million. Badminton is ranked 
third behind football and 
basketball and ahead of 
tennis, motorsport and golf in 
terms of total fans when 
measured in 21 key countries.

NFT

GOAT Titans is awarded the 
exclusive contract to mint and 
retail NFT cards. One of the 
cards is affectionally named 
"Pet" and can be brought alive 
in the GOAT game. The 
fan/gamer must combine the 
badminton athlete NFT card 
with the rare “Pet” NFT card to 
produce a third different NFT 
card representing the 
badminton athlete's Chinese 
zodiac sign.



Solution
Combinatorial NFTs using the rarible NFT minting contract such that combining two NFTs in a 
collection to give another NFT. 

COLLECT

The fan watches ‘live’ telecast of the 
match. GOAT Titans’ NFT cards are 
advertised. He is excited that his 
favourite idol has won the match. He 
purchases some packs to 
commemorate his sport hero’s 
victory. The lion share of the profit 
goes to the athletes or the 
associations supporting them. Hence, 
generating a new stream of revenue 
for them. 

GAME

One of the random cards happens to 
be a “Pet” card. He uses the card to 
“Augment” with the “Ingredient” card. 
The “Augmented” card will have a 
new look-and-feel, serial number and 
gif format (instead of jpeg or png). 
He is thrilled to find that the 
“Augmented” card is his favourite 
idol's Chinese zodiac sign. The card is 
seamlessly integrated with the GOAT 
game and the fan is excited to 
animate it in the game.

REPEAT

With so much excitement and 
engagement at his fingertips such as 
unlocking new cards not in packs or 
anywhere else, the fan is motivated 
to collect them all!



Technology & Tech Stack
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Goats.my is a sports nft marketplace. Building ontop of the Rarible Architecture It is designed for safe 
and secured transactions of sporting card collectibles. As well as stabile and scallable performances. 

Rarible Protocol

Open-source Indexer API

Smart Contracts

Client Side

React js - Full stack of APIs 
and Rapid Development. 
Provides for standard 
Interfaces with latest 
innovation in GUI codes.

Server Side

Cloud based Web Stacks
Regional Hosting. Providing 
for stability and Rapid 
Scalable development of 
the Web Service. With 
latest Cloud Based Secure 
hosting standards.

Rarible Protocol

Utilising built in Rarible
NFTs functions. The system 
provides rapid and multi 
features. NFT Data are 
secured and safely stored 
on the blockchain.
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`
Our NFT ecommerce website
is a 3-tier LAMP architecture
comprising of frontend, biz
logic (Google Kubernetes
Engine) and backend (Cloud
SQL). Cloud computing offers
simplified and enhanced IT
maintenance and management
capacities by agreements
backed by SLA, central
resource administration and
managed infrastructure. Our
mobile game App also uses
the 3-tier architecture
comprising of frontend
(Firebase), biz logic (Unity)
and backend (Firestore).

Kubernetes draws on the
same design principles that
run popular Google services
and provides the same
benefits: automatic
management, monitoring
and liveness probes for
application containers,
automatic scaling, rolling
updates, and more.
Kubernetes goes hand in
glove with docker and
Jenkins facilitating CI/CD.

The Rarible API is the
core of the Goat NFT
system. It includes
contracts, standards, and
APIs for Minting, Building
Exchanges And Indexing
of NFTs. Allowing us to
rapidly developed the
marketplace and scale.

Riding on top of the
Ethereum already
maturing eco system.
Allow us to tap into a
vibrant and populous eco
system. With the latest
Eth2 Upgrade. We can
depend on it’s higher
scalability, aiming for high
transactions per second.
With more security and
sustainability.


